Better hearing
begins here

We hear with our brains,
not our ears
Both of your ears work
together to pick up sound
occurring around you

Your brain makes sense
of sounds by matching
them to sounds stored
in your memory

Hearing is crucial for your
health and quality of life
When you take care of your hearing health, you take care
of your quality of life and your overall health.

Memory

Conversation
Dementia

Falling

Fatique

Your ears convert sounds into nerve impulses that
travel to your brain, which needs as much sound detail
as possible to turn these sounds into meaning

Heart Disease

Depression

Social Isolation

Social Impact
Health Care Impact
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HEARING LOSS

Source: Better Hearing Institute, betterhearing.org
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Hearing loss disrupts the
normal relationship between
your ears and your brain

Your brain
receives less
sound
information
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This makes it
harder for
your brain to
recognize sounds

Having to guess
what people are
saying forces
you to
concentrate
harder

The extra effort
leaves less mental
capacity for
remembering
conversations

You feel more
tired after
conversations

You are more
tempted to
withdraw
from social
interactions
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How can technology
help your brain
hear more naturally?

Provides full and balanced
access to all sounds

Preserves the important
details in speech

Reduces the effort
involved in listening
Improves your recall
of conversation
Helps your ears work together to
identify where sound is coming from

Takes your personal listening
preferences into account
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MoreSound Intelligence™

New BrainHearing™ technology
works more like the brain because
it learned through experience

MoreSound
Intelligence
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Scans the
environment
500 times
per second

Organizes
and balances
all sounds
around you

Uses a Deep
Neural Network
to process the
full sound scene

Provides a more
precise, natural
representation
of all sounds

Allows you to
get more out
of every
conversation
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More connections
More conversations
More life

Oticon More™ offers direct
streaming plus a wide range
of connectivity options
• Direct streaming from iPhone®
and select Android™ devices*
• Make hands-free calls from any
smartphone or connect a remote
microphone with ConnectClip
• Stream sound directly from your
TV with Oticon’s TV adapter

The Oticon ON app lets you personalize
your listening experience and fine-tune
the sound when streaming.

Oticon RemoteCare allows for
online follow-up appointments
and remote adjustments with
your hearing care professional.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone®, iPad®, and iPod touch® are trademarks
of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a
service mark of Apple Inc. Android™, Google Play and the Google Play
logo are trademarks of Google LLC.
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*Android devices need to support ASHA to allow direct connectivity to Oticon More.
Please visit Oticon.com/support/compatibility for more information.
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A rechargeable style
full of options

Color options

• A full day’s power*—every day
• No disposable batteries means
less hassle and less waste
• Quick recharge of 30 minutes gives an
additional six hours of power

CO44
Silver

CO91
Silver Grey

CO92
Steel Grey

CO63
Diamond Black

CO93
Chestnut Brown

CO94
Terracotta

CO90
Chroma Beige

CO79
Hear Pink

• Convenient, easy to use and reliable

*Lithium-ion performance varies depending on hearing
loss, lifestyle and streaming behavior.
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Jump into
life’s amazing complexity

Notes

Oticon More brings you closer to the sounds
of life that should be heard, not missed, and
supports your brain with the relevant information
it needs to make better sense of sound.

Oticon More delivers

30%

more sound to
the brain*
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15%

increase in speech
understanding*

*Compared to Oticon Opn S™, Santurette, et al. 2020. Oticon More clinical evidence. Oticon Whitepaper.
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